Cruises
Get on board on a river cruise along the Rhine and enjoy the fantastic panorama of the
beautiful Rhine valley!

Loreley Tour – Cruise to the legendary rock
The legendary Loreley Rock lies in the middle of the UNESCO World Heritage Site Upper Middle Rhine, which
stretches from Koblenz to Bingen. The ideal starting point for an extensive tour by ship through the Middle
Rhine Valley and to the Loreley is the romantic little town of Rüdesheim. From there you cruise past
numerous castles and idyllic villages on both banks of the Rhine. The compact KD timetable between
Boppard and Bacharach enables you to do a shorter tour, and whether you are doing a whole day tour or
just making a quick visit: every ship stops at the KD landing stage at the foot of the Loreley in St.
Goarshausen.
Tours:

Start daily at 08:30 h

Landing stage: Mainz Rheingoldhalle
Duration:

13 h round trip, with a 2 h stop at St. Goarshausen (Loreley)

Price:

55,80 Euro

Booking:

https://www.k-d.com/en/cruises/loreley-tour/

Castles Tour – By ship from castle to castle
The number of castles in the Upper Middle Rhine Valley is unique in the world, and they are the reason why
this stretch of river was declared a UNESCO World Heritage site. On board KD you can relax and watch as all
these fascinating buildings pass you by. Enjoy the view from the ship of Ehrenbreitstein Fortress and
Stolzenfels Castle in Koblenz, the legendary castles Katz and Maus (Cat and Mouse), the medieval Marksburg
Castle, which was never destroyed, Schönburg Castle near Oberwesel, the Pfalz in Kaub, or Stahleck Castle
in Bacharach. Not a castle, but nevertheless a fascinating sight, is the legendary Loreley Rock.
Tours:

Start daily at 08:30 h and arrive back in Mainz at 19:30 h

Landing stage: Mainz Rheingoldhalle
Duration:

13 h round trip

Price:

09,20 – 55,80 Euro (depending on which of the 13 stops you choose as your destination
before coming back to Mainz)

Booking:

https://www.k-d.com/en/cruises/castles-tour/

Afternoon trip to the Rheingau
Let yourself be whisked away in one of the nicest corners of Germany. After passing the magical wine
villages and the world famous vineyards, the cruise continues to the summerlike Rheingau. With such idyllic
scenery, cake and coffee never tasted so good!
Tour:

Wednesday 14:15 h

Landing stage: Mainz-Fischtor
Duration:

3 h (round trip)

Price:

14,00 Euro

Booking:

https://www.primus-linie.de/en/fahrten/afternoon-trip-to-the-rheingau-57.html
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